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Gasparilla Tote
MSRP $125: Functional style that can zip up to three paddles in the rear pocket and secure the 

handle with the snap closure. Front pocket holds everything else you will need. Perfect for pickleball 
paddles, platform tennis paddles or tennis rackets. Insulated pocket; valuables pocket; adjustable 

straps; hidden phone and key pockets. Made in durable, water resistant 900D nylon, lined with 
wipe-clean ripstop nylon. 13.5H x 13W x 5.75D in.

Split Rock Tote
MSRP $135: Limited edition tote with custom striped webbing on the front. All the features of the 

Gasparilla Tote.
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Sankaty Backpack
MSRP $125: Designed for pickleball with loads of functionality. The front pocket has a rain cover to 

keep your items dry, and room for a towel, jacket, extra balls and more. Back pocket holds two pad-
dles, with a snap to keep the handle in place. Insulated pocket; valuables 

pocket; adjustable straps; hidden phone and key pockets. Embroidered pickleball on back. Made in 
durable, water resistant 900D nylon, lined with wipe-clean ripstop nylon. 13H x 11W x 5D in. 

WB 11001-GRWB 11001-PK WB 11001-BK
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All the Functionality You Never 
Knew You Needed
All Lighthouse Sports bags (totes & backpacks)  are designed to to show off your unique style 
without compromising on functionality. We organize you so you can get on the court faster, focus 
on your game and play in style.

Easily accessible hidden 
phone pocket

Insulated pocket for 
water bottle or phone

Fence hook that stores 
away when not in use

Fleece-lined pocket for 
sunglasses & jewelery

Hidden pocket with key hook 
to easily find keys after the 

game.
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Bags customized to you
Monogramming
Add an embroidered monogram to any Lighthouse Sports bag for $15. You choose the font and 
thread color for your personalized bag. Please allow 7-15 business days for monogramming.

Team Bags
Add your club logo to the bags.
• Backpack — Custom Logo will be embroidered on the front
• Tote — Custom Logo will be embroidered onto a patch that will be sewn to the front

Minimum order of 8 pieces. Pricing depends on complexity of the design. We ship the entire 
order in bulk to your organization.  The entire order must ship to one location and shipping is 
included in the quote. Lead time 2 weeks.
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lighthousespts.com
201-961-9101

groupsales@lighthousespts.com


